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IS IT SUNDAY YET? 
 

I have always maintained that if I were within five hours of Camp Nebagamon on a Sunday, I would find a way to get 

myself there.  Now, admittedly, since it is my job to be there on Sundays (and every other day!) this has not really been put 

to the test.  But really… I would!!!  To me, there are few better embodiments of Nebagamon than a well-executed Sunday.   

 

We start our Sunday by sleeping in for 30 minutes (which actually has little to do with the embodiment of Nebagamon, but 

sure is a welcome break after a week of running hard, playing hard, and laughing hard). Then we head to the Rec Hall for 

the special Sunday breakfast of either cinnamon rolls or coffee cake (with some largely untouched hard boiled eggs in the 

middle of the lazy susan, just to make us feel like we are being responsible adults in our menu planning!!!)  Sure it’s 

sugary and indulgent, but shouldn’t it be?  After all, despite all of our lofty goals and deeply thought-out growth 

opportunities (more on that as this article progresses!), we are a summer camp for kids to have the time of their lives and 

indulge in some of their most favorite things in the world… ergo… SUGAR!  Nebagamon is a place for kids to be kids. 

 

About 30 minutes after breakfast is dismissed, we ring a bell, at which point, no matter who you are, no matter where you 

are, you stop what you are doing and silently walk down to the Chuck Hirsch Shrine for our Sunday Service.  The service 

begins with a song sung by Nebagasound, our camp choir.  The choir is made up of everyone from the tiniest and most 

meek 3
rd

 grade Swamper to the coolest 9
th
 grade Lumberjack, from the high profile wacky counselor to members of our 

support staff.  It is a group from every corner of the camp family working together to make beautiful music for the rest of 

the camp family.  Nebagamon is a place where we work together with beautiful results. 

 

Our Sunday Services are wonderful opportunities for us to hear from some of our more senior staff members about topics 

that are important to them.  Campers and staff members alike lend their minds and attention to these senior staff members, 

and sometimes daydream about what they will speak about should their time ever come to present a Sunday Service.  This 

is a special and contemplative time of the week when the camp family engages together in lofty thinking about values and 

self-improvement.  Nebagamon is a place where we think deeply and learn from others. 

 

(Continued on Page 7)   
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NEWS OF THE CAMP FAMILY 
 

 

With the lists of tasks stacked high on the desk and May 1 now upon us, it has 

officially become Go Time for prepping for CN 2015!  Yes, I’m going to try to 

sneak in a couple of hours of fishing here and there, but when May strikes it 

really becomes time to put the finishing touches on getting everything set for a 

sweet two months!  Maybe all of you that are coming to camp can relate… All 

winter you spend hours following our Facebook and Instagram posts, texting 

buddies about the funny things that happened last summer, or just wondering 

what happened to all of your socks that you brought to camp…now as the 

summer approaches you need to start packing specific colored shirts for PBD or 

Grand Pursuit, dig out that SealLine dry bag for trips, and search long and hard 

for those darn missing socks and actually set them aside for the summer.  The 

last thing you want to do is forget that shirt or rad bandana, or your tackle box 

that will help you catch a ton of fish.  We feel the same way as we want to make 

sure that all of the trip permits are taken care of, ski boats tuned up, and all 1000 

pounds of clay ordered to ensure a great summer will be had by all.  So I wish you luck in your packing for the 

summer and I cannot wait to see you hop off that bus!   
 

For those of you that are interested… fishing has been a tad bit slow this month.  With very little rain, many of the 

north shore streams are quite low, thus not allowing for steelhead to come up and spawn.  Lake Superior has been 

a tad bit better though.  Last night we were out on the big lake near Washburn, WI and ended up catching 20 

Coho salmon and brown trout.  As always, it was a sweet evening to be out on the big lake.   
 

In other news, the GaGa pit has been constructed is awaiting assembly somewhere down on the Lower Diamond.  

I’m really stoked to give this new game a try!  We have one more Arrowhead before the summer, so if you win a 

gold medal at X-Games or finish your first Ironman, please be sure to send the news to 

fornear@campnebagamon.com.  Hope everyone is excited for the start of camp (even if you are not of camper age 

anymore) and don’t forget to pack that SealLine dry bag for your trips this summer!   

 

IT MAY INTEREST YOU TO KNOW that Jacob Kassel (Atlanta) was selected to play on a Maccabi Games 

soccer team which will be taking place in Milwaukee this year.  Josh Hanson-Kaplan (Boise) won the senior 

division of the Boise regional National History Day contest.  He then proceeded to take 1
st
 place for the state of 

Idaho.  Josh will be competing in Washington D.C. in June.  Anders Burvall (San Diego) (Anders is the husband 

of our camp nurse Amber who can always be found playing soccer with campers and staff on Sundays at camp) 

ran his first half marathon.  Nice work Anders! Jordan Hornick (Oklahoma City) was named MVP for his 

school’s basketball team.  (Maybe I can draft him for my staff basketball team???)  

 

IN THE WHERE-ARE-THEY-NOW DEPARTMENT:  Nate Mendelsohn (Boston ’01-’07,’09-‘11) plays 

sax and electronics for the band called Drama Section.  The genre is described as populist zombie jazz skronk 

songs pop nugs post-lullabye pre-spotify…its worth checking out.  Joey Laskin (L.A. ’00-’06,’08-‘14) was 

promoted to Assistant Project Manager at Community Conservation Solutions.  He’s specifically working on the 

L.A. River Greenway Trail Project to restore native habitat. (I’m particularly proud, as this will in turn make it 

better for west coast steelhead.)  Rose Lenehan (Chicago/Boston ’07-’12,’14) will be teaching math at St. 

George’s School in Newport, RI.   

 

WEDDING CONGRATULATIONS go to:  Karley Maugans (Vanceburg, KY/Austin ’08,’10) and Michael 

Henson.   

 

IN THE BIBS AND DIAPERS DEPARTMENT:  It’s a boy, Dylan, for Kate Mooney and Ben Broder (’91-

’96,’98-‘02).    

 

BAR MITZVAH CONGRATULATIONS go to Sam Reichert (New York).   

mailto:fornear@campnebagamon.com
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PLEASE REMEMBER TO RETURN YOUR CAMP FORMS BY MAY 15! 

 

With the 2015 camp season quickly approaching, we’d like to issue a few reminders that will help to answer 

questions and make the transition into camp run as smoothly as possible. 

 

 All families should have received our packet containing the Parent Handbook and instructions for completing 

your camper forms. All of the forms need to be submitted by May 15.  If your doctor can’t schedule the 

physical exam until after May 15, that’s OK, but please shoot us an e-mail at briggs@campnebagamon.com to 

let us know.  We read every form in its entirety, and the information helps us provide a fun and healthy 

summer for each camper. Please be diligent in filling them out.     

 If your son will be using any daily medication in pill form, please note the due dates for CampMeds, a 

prepackaged medication service.  (May 18 for first session and eight-week campers, and June 16 for second 

session campers.) This information was mailed to you in April and can also be found in the Parent Handbook. 

 The camp office is moving to Lake Nebagamon on May 12 this year, and we expect to be up and running by 

May 14.  After May 12, we can be reached at 715-374-2275. 

 Please make travel arrangements as early as possible.  If you are using the Official Travel Agency of Camp 

Nebagamon, Travel One, contact them at 1-800-245-1111 and work with Heidi Beyer or Sonni Banks.  If you 

are not using Travel One, we need to know your plans by the May 15 deadline. 

 

 

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 
 

MORE CAMPERS ENROLL FOR 2015 SEASON 

We’d like to welcome some more campers who have enrolled for the 2015 season in the last month. New campers 

have an asterisk (*) before their names and their hometowns are listed after. Eight-week campers are indicated 

with an (8). Third Grade: *Will Dupont (Lincolnshire, IL), *Levi Gell (Chicago, IL), *Chase Herbert (Atlanta, 

GA), *Jack Krupnick (St. Louis, MO). Fourth Grade: *Andrew Condrell (Chicago, IL), *Phillip Hall (Chicago, 

IL), *Nelson Mendels (Atlanta, GA). Fifth Grade: *Jonah Karafiol (Chicago, IL), Jake Lauterstein. Sixth 

Grade:  *Jack Fogelman (Memphis, TN), *Parker Johnson (Chicago, IL), *Josh Mor (Highland Park, IL), 

Corrado Mosconi (8). Seventh Grade: Tommy Branstad Phillips, *William Lenz (Germantown, TN), Zac 

Scandura, Markus Skelton, Max Westreich (8). Eighth Grade: *Arthur Brook Young (Isle of Skye, Scotland), 

Andrew Guest (8), *Jack Rangaiah (Scarsdale, NY), Conor Seely. Ninth Grade: Joey Apter (8), Sam Branstad 

Phillips, Alberto Mosconi (8), Jack Rosenblatt (8), Michael Seigel.  

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 

ICE BREAKS UP ON LAKE NEBAGAMON! 
  

Again, as has happened in recent history, the ice broke on Adam Kaplan’s birthday!  On April 11
th
, under the 

careful watch of head caretaker, Andy Mack, Lake Nebagamon was finally ice-free. Luckily for this year’s 

winner, Adam, as a director and technical full-time employee of Camp Nebagamon, was deemed disqualified for 

the contest.  

  

The official 2015 entry closest to the time of the icebreak was April 19th.  Jerry Graber, a loyal Nebagamon alum 

from Memphis, is this year's winner!  Jerry's connection to our beautiful 70 acres on Lake Nebagamon clearly 

guided him to this very well-educated guess.  Congratulations, Jerry! 

 

Thanks again to everyone who submitted a guess to the 2015 Icebreaker Contest! 

 

 

briggs@campnebagamon.com
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At Camp 
 

CARETAKER JOE FLOORED BY Q’S CORNER  
 

It all started out innocently enough; the plan was to do a basic renovation on the bathroom at Q’s Corner. Q’s is 

one of a trio of waterfront properties that Camp Nebagamon owns, just outside of the waterfront gate at the 

southeast corner of camp’s 73 acres. Though purchased by camp sometime in the mid-seventies, the cabin is one 

of the original buildings from way back when the property was a logging camp at the turn of the 19
th
 century. If 

you have occasion to check out the old time pictures from the late 1920s and early 1930s in the picture books in 

the Big House living room, Q’s is the third building to the right of camp’s gate and looks pretty much the same, 

just without the front porch and back kitchen additions. Since its purchase by camp, it has been used as staff 

family housing, and with its prime waterfront location it is an ideal spot. For the majority of its life with camp, it 

was occupied by former program director Frank “The Q” Sachs and his family, so the cabin was named “Q’s 

Corner” several decades back.  

 

Well now that you know a little of the building’s history and that the core of the building is well over 100 years 

old, let’s get back to the “innocent” beginnings of what was to be a basic renovation of Q’s Corner’s bathroom. 

The first problem the bathroom had was that the only way into the 6’ x 7’ room was through one of the cabin’s 

two bedrooms, which as you can guess was a major inconvenience to whoever occupied that room, so adding 

another door from the second bedroom topped the renovation list. The only place for a door was where the water 

heater stood, so item two on the list was to move and re-plumb the water heater into the closet that backed the 

north wall of the bathroom. From there things seemed straightforward: remove the old flooring, replace the old 

crumbling plaster walls with fresh drywall, install new flooring and fixtures and that would be that!  Should be 

easy enough, three or four weeks’ work for one guy tops, or so we thought.  

 

I started the project by myself in the third week of March. There was still a bit of snow on the ground and the lake 

was frozen over with more than 18 inches of ice, but the temps had jumped to above average in mid-March. We 

figured that by the time the consistently warmer April temps set in, I would be at the phase in the project where 

the warmer temps would be needed. Gauging the start of spring projects is always tough this far north: start too 

early and you have to pump a lot of heat into an uninsulated cabin, or start too late and the hidden issues push the 

project too close to the start of camp. The demo started well enough; the water heater came out and would fit 

nicely in the closet, and the old flooring was barely attached at this point in its long life and came out with no 

effort. But when I pulled the old toilet out the first indication of trouble appeared. A foot of the floor in front of 

and behind the bowl was completely rotted all the way through the subfloor! Next I pulled the tub and found that 

water had been leaking along the wall for what appeared to be a long time; the flooring again was rotted all the 

way through the subfloor. So, added to my simple list was a not-so-bad but time-eating floor sheeting tear up and 

replacement. Starting to get a bit nervous about my time frame, I forged ahead with the plaster and lath tear out 

and found another problem.  There was an old archway buried in the wall where the new door was to go, which 

meant the whole wall had to be torn out between the second bedroom and the bathroom in order to do the framing 

for the new door; this added a couple more days to the innocent little project. And then the hammer fell! While 

tearing up the old rotted flooring I found that it wasn’t just the floor sheeting that had rotted due to the leaky toilet 

and tub, but both the floor joists and the bottoms of the wall studs had rotted through as well! The innocent 

bathroom remodel had turned into a major top-to-bottom rebuild, and what was almost worse was that the weather 

had turned nasty at the start of April and Q’s little gas heater wasn’t big enough to stand up to the cold! Well, here 

I sit telling my tale about seven weeks after the start of what was figured to be a four week job, and the drywall 

just went up yesterday with paint, tile and fixture installation to go. At this point I’m really glad the room is only 

6’ x 7’, and though there are several parts of the “Saga of Q’s Innocent Bathroom Renovation“ yet untold, I can 

finally see the light at the end of the project!  

 

Glad there are only a few bathrooms left to renovate At Camp, it’s Caretaker Joe. 
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EXCITING TRIP OPPORTUNITIES FOR SUMMER 2015! 
 
 

LONG TRIP OFFERED FOR 9TH GRADERS 
 

This summer, the wilderness tripping program will be offering a unique opportunity to 

9th grade campers.  The Long Trip is a 21-day paddle that spends the first two weeks 

exploring Quetico Provincial Park and the final week crossing the eastern border lakes of 

the Boundary Waters, on our way to the Grand Portage and our final destination… 

Gitchigumi herself… Lake Superior.  The trip will offer a unique opportunity to fine-

tune backcountry skills, apply leadership skills learned on previous camp trips, and hang 

out with friends one last time as a camper.  Campers will be responsible for planning the 

meals, the route, and other aspects of the trip prior to departure. Towards the end of the 

trip, campers will have the opportunity to put their leadership and backcountry skills to 

use as they will be put in charge of leading the final six days of the trip. A truly once-in-

a-lifetime opportunity to paddle the Quetico and the Boundary Waters, all in one 

amazing trip.  Because of the geography and additional staffing requirements of the Long 

Trip, we will need to charge a cost of $250 to participate in this trip.  

 

 

  
 

SEA KAYAKING ON LAKE SUPERIOR! 
Camp Nebagamon is offering two awesome Sea Kayaking trips on Lake Superior.  Sitting in a 17 foot sea kayak 

on the world’s largest freshwater lake is an experience that you’ll never forget.  On this trip you will paddle and 

camp on the Apostle Islands near Bayfield, WI for three days.  The first day of the trip will be spent training on 

Lake Nebagamon.   
 

We will be offering both trips during first session, June 21 – June 24 and June 26 – June 29.  We will have spots 

for 5 campers per trip who will be guided by one Nebagamon Trip Staff and one instructor from the University of 

Minnesota-Duluth Kayak & Canoe Center.  The trip is open to grades 7-9, although older campers have first 

preference.  The cost of the sea kayaking trip will be $325.  
 

 

* * * * * * * * 
 

IF YOU HAVE QUESTIONS REGARDING ANY OF THESE THREE EXCITING TRIPS, 

please contact Adam Fornear.  He will also be emailing further details on registration to all 7-9
th
 grade 

parents within the next couple weeks.  Fornear can be reached at fornear@campnebagamon.com, 208-345-5544 

ext 3 (before May 12) or 715-374-2275 (after May 12). 

CLIMB ABOVE LAKE SUPERIOR! 
 

Camp Nebagamon is offering two rock climbing trips on the North Shore of Lake Superior this summer! 

Wahoo!   
 

We will be offering one trip during first session, July 5 – July 8.   Campers will set up a base camp at a 

Minnesota State Park and then climb during the day at multiple climbing locations.  We will have spots for 

eight campers who will be guided by one Nebagamon Trip Staff and two instructors from the University of 

Minnesota-Duluth Climbing Center.  The trip is open to grades 7-9, although older campers have first 

preference.  The cost of the climbing trip will be $275.   

 

mailto:fornear@campnebagamon.com
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JUST A SAMPLE OF OUR AMAZING STAFF!! 

 

 

 

Two months from now, camp will be filled with roughly 350 incredible 

individuals.  I have been talking to campers, parents, and staff, and they all 

share one thing in common: enthusiasm for the upcoming summer!  Our 

hiring is 99.9% complete, and between the returning staff and new staff, we 

have a great lineup! Meet a sampling of our outstanding staff below.  We’ll 

publish a complete list in next month’s Arrowhead.  

 

 

Amy Rusch Mack joins us for her 6
th
 season on staff after a 17 year hiatus.  That sabbatical wasn’t taken very far 

away, as Amy lives on camp property with her husband, and camp caretaker, Andy Mack and their two children 

Daisy and Leo (who will also both be working at camp this summer).  Amy’s first five years working at 

Nebagamon were all in the Craft Shop and, luckily for us, that is where you find her this summer as well!  We are 

very fortunate to have Amy as the head of our Craft Shop, as her day job for the past eight years has been 

teaching elementary and high school art in the Maple School District.  She has a bachelor’s degree in fine arts and 

education and few years back earned her master’s degree in education.  When asked about why she wanted to be 

an art teacher she replied “It’s an accessible way to express oneself…I love watching kids (while working on a 

project) get it, see how it works…it’s the best feeling ever!”  Amy is really excited to help create Camp 

Nebagamon’s entry into the Village of Lake Nebagamon’s July 4
th
 parade, and also to share and teach her love of 

ceramics and glass bead making.   

 

 

Andrew Benov joins us for his first summer at Nebagamon as the Climbing Wall Specialist. Andrew heard about 

Nebagamon from Daniel and Nate Mendelsohn this past fall; their love of our place piqued Andrew’s curiosity 

and he decided to give us a call.  Well, we’re glad he did, as Andrew is going to be a great fit for camp and the 

climbing wall.  Currently he is studying chemical and bio engineering at Montana State.  Due to Montana State’s 

awesome location, Andrew has also been able to pursue his passion for climbing.  He spends a lot of time 

climbing outdoors and also works at the climbing wall on the campus of Montana State.  He can’t wait to share 

his enthusiasm for climbing and also to join the camp family!  
 

  

 

 
ATTENTION PARENTS OF 9TH GRADE CAMPERS! 

 
If your son is a 9

th
 grader and is planning on going to Quetico this summer for a two-week Big Trip, we 

will need a copy of his birth certificate to get him across the Canadian Border legally (sorry, but copies of 

passports are frowned upon by the US Customs when we enter back into the states).   I will send out an email 

in mid-May that will include a generic permission letter that will also need to be completed.  Both forms can 

be snail mailed (PO Box 429, Lake Nebagamon WI 54849), faxed (208-345-5454), or emailed to 

fornear@campnebagamon.com. 

 

If you have any questions, please send an e-mail to fornear@campnebagamon.com.   

Get excited for another great summer of wilderness trips! 

mailto:fornear@campnebagamon.com
mailto:fornear@campnebagamon.com
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IS IT SUNDAY YET? (Continued from Page 1) 

Sunday evenings are as special as anything we do at camp.  I think it is safe to say that anyone that has ever spent 

a summer at Nebagamon would agree that the time we all spend out at the Council Fire Ring every week is what 

really made it hit home that what we are doing at camp is truly special, truly meaningful, truly connecting, and 

truly life-changing.  Each facet of our time at the Council Fire Ring is meaningful.  There is great meaning and 

feeling as we file into the Council Fire Ring in silence.   There is great meaning in the lighting of that giant 

campfire in which we all lose ourselves in quiet thought and reflection.  There is great meaning in the series of 

skits that have been written by one of our staff members to illustrate a value or ideal as we laugh and learn 

together.  There is great meaning in our Keylog ceremony, when boys are given the opportunity to publicly thank 

the people that have made a difference in their lives.  There is great meaning the moment when we bow our heads 

in silent prayer for the health and safety of our loved ones.  There is great meaning in the closing songs that we 

sing, as we throw our arms over each others’ shoulders and sing together from the deepest parts of our souls.  And 

there is great meaning in those final moments at the Council Fire Ring, when we gather together as a village to 

draw some warmth from the most warming and beautiful fire in the world… one made from our Keylogs… from 

our kindness and caring.  Nebagamon is a place of great traditions and deep meaning. 

 

Over the course of the last week or so, I have been engaging in one of my very favorite off-season tasks... 

planning out all of the Sundays for the summer.  I find it both exciting and gratifying to pore through our staff list 

to try to find the right people to present our Sundays.  The truth is, I am not sure there is a soul on that list that, as 

I think about them, would not be capable of delivering a truly quality Sunday Service or Council Fire.  After all, 

we have already hired them to be role models and mentors.  Needless to say, winnowing it down to just a few 

presenters each summer is a challenging task.   

 

The next incredibly rewarding annual activity of mine is reaching out to each of the presenters to see if they are 

interested.  Their reactions are always priceless… always a treat. I am treated to the staff member that doesn’t 

even let me finish my offer spiel before blurting out “YES!!!!”.  I am treated to those that immediately want to 

talk about their topic and their ideas for the presentation… they have been planning this moment for years.  I am 

treated to the staff member that responds with a very long minute of silence before accepting… utterly 

overwhelmed with a feeling of being honored and empowered.  I am even treated to those staff members that 

speak of the tremendous honor of being asked, but decline, concerned that the Council Fire would draw too much 

of their attention away from their kids.  When it is all said and done, each summer an amazing line-up of talent 

and ideas is established.  And this summer’s line-up completely fits the bill… an incredible group. 

 

Nebagamon is a place of AMAZING SUNDAYS! 

 

If this month’s article seems to betray a gathering excitement and impatience for the summer of 2015 to get going 

already, it’s because I have to say, I AM INCREDIBLY EXCITED AND IMPATIENT FOR THE SUMMER OF 

2015 TO GET GOING!!!!  Bring on the cinnamon rolls!! 

 

 

 

 

*   *   *   *   *   *   *   * 
 

K   E   E   P       T   H   E       F   I  R   E   S       B   U   R   N   I   N   G



 

 
 

May 

 
1 Denis Djokic  4444 Clark Cir Boise, ID  83705  

2 Benjamin Avigad 22 Covington Meadows Olivette, MO  63132  

 Marc Rosenthal 1637 Bardstown Rd. Charlotte, NC  28226  

 Conor Seely  1527 West Field Ave Ellisville, MO  63011  

4 Jesse Gell  1917 W School St Chicago, IL  60657  

5 Benjamin Harrison 200 Springhouse Lane Pittsburgh, PA  15238  

6 Kyle Scully  6750 Kincaid Road Cincinnati, OH  45213  

7 AJ Sherman  7220 Camden Court Bloomfield, MI  48301  

 Frank Keys  6684 S. Cty Rd F Lake Nebagamon, WI  54849  

8 Josue Grassi  920 Harbor Lane N Minneapolis, MN  55447  

 Alec Silver  9021 E. Diamond Rim Drive Scottsdale, AZ  85255  

 Lilli Cain  11484 E. Camp Nebagamon Drive Lake Nebagamon, WI  54849  

9 Pedro Gutierrez Av. Amapolas 45, Fracc. Rancho Contento Zapopan, JA  45010 Mexico 

 Gabe Sher  417 W Stafford St Philadelphia, PA  19144  

10 Noah Keim  2451 N. Seminary Chicago, IL  60614  

 Justin Munoz  433 Bedford Road Bedford Hills, NY  10507  

 Bruno Tassari  27 Fenimore Rd Scarsdale, NY  10583  

11 David Knott  3747 Spring Valley Road Boulder, CO  80304  

12 Jesse Chan  21 West 53rd Street Kansas City, MO  64112  

13 Aidan Capes  450 Laurel Chase Court Atlanta, GA  30327  

 Brady Rivkin  36 Coldstream Circle Lincolnshire, IL  60069  

14 Carlos Beaujean Friedrich-von Der-Leyen-Str. 4 40667 Meerbusch, Germany 

 Alexander Stamell 4350 Stoneleigh Road Bloomfield Hils, MI  48302  

15 Oliver Held  503 Dartmouth Ave Silver Spring, MD  20910  

 Ben Rubin  1085 Princeton Avenue Highland Park, IL  60035  

16 William Lenz  9545 Gwynnbrook Cv Germantown, TN  38139  

 Tommy Sherman 7220 Camden Court Bloomfield, MI  48301  

18 Steve Apter  1837 Richfield Ave Highland Park, IL  60035  

 Sam Kerr  85 Waterview St, Putney Sydney, NSW  2112  Australia 

19 Louis Levin  1863 Kiest Avenue Northbrook, IL  60062  

20 Jacob Kassel  270 Stonebridge Trail Roswell, GA  30075  

 Alberto Mosconi Via Bruxelles, 20 Rome  00198  Italy 

20 Amy Fletcher  300 Arroyo Ranch Rd Austin, TX  78640  

22 Michael Seigel 711 Cima Linda Ln. Santa Barbara, CA  93108  

 Jamie Lindy  273 Meadowgrove Lane Memphis, TN  38120  

 Will Weinfield 1956 Cloverdale Avenue Highland Park, IL  60035  

24 Oliver Hirt  2517 N. Greenview Chicago, IL  60614  

25 Joe Briggs  PO Box 429 Lake Nebagamon, WI 54849  

26 Tommy Branstad Phillips 18 52nd Street Des Moines, IA  50312  

 Nellie Taylor  6684 S. Cty. Rd. F Lake Nebagamon, WI  54849  

27 Jude Stephenson 5314 Suffield Terrace Skokie, IL  60077  

28 Danny Hoffman 2656 St. John's Ave Highland Park, IL  60035  

29 Adam Bloom  1950 Cloverdale Avenue Highland Park, IL  60035  

30 Jed Whalen Stewart 3272 SE Stephens Street Portland, OR  97214  

31 Colton Bogucki 18109 Oak Ridge Dr Purcellville, VA  20132  

  
 

 


